Opinion

The importance of knowing your data
Posted online on November 16th 2020

“Data, data, data! I cannot make bricks without clay!” Good old Sherlock, a quote for every occasion… (”The Adventure of the Copper Beeches” Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle, 1892)

We in the 21st Century have access to a huge volume of data. More than any generation before
us. And with each day that volume of data grows ever larger. One of the many consequences
of the COVID-19 pandemic has been the continuous news coverage stressing the importance
of data. We are regaled daily with graphs and statistics that I imagine few people understand or
want to understand. The challenge with all data is working out which are worth using and how
to best use it. It is about knowing your data.
In the age of AI (Artificial Intelligence) and machine learning,
there is a temptation to assume that all we need to do is to ‘train’
our software, load in the data, and wait for the answer.
“42” instantly comes to mind - for those of you old enough to
remember the prescient imagination of Douglas Adams and “The
Hitchhikers Guide to the Universe”.
There is no question that both AI and machine learning have a
huge potential in helping us better understand the world. Computers
provide us with the capability to interrogate the vastness of our
data libraries and to draw out patterns and conclusions that we

would otherwise not have the time to do. The developments in
these techniques are impressive. If you are not convinced check
out the Google AI site (https://ai.google/).
But we need to be careful.
Not because AI is not useful, it is. But because there are
fundamental issues around data and analytics that we must answer
first:
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Figure 1. We in the 21st Century have access to a huge volume of data. In the last 40 years, we have seen the transition of that data from physical libraries, as
illustrated here by a suite of bound scientific papers in my library, to the “1s” and “0s” of the digital age.

1. Are we clear about the question(s) we are asking of our data
and software? (Douglas Adams’ premise in Hitch-hikers).
2. Will we be able to understand the answers when we get them?
3. Do we trust our data?

Each merits an essay in its own right.
Here, I am going to focus on the third – do we trust our data?

Do we trust our data?

Data, data, data
I have spent much of my career designing, building, populating,
managing, and analyzing ‘big data’. From using paleobiological
observations to investigate global extinction and biodiversity,
to testing climate model experiments, to paleogeography, and
petroleum and minerals exploration.
Having worked at each stage from data collection to data analytics
I have gained a unique insight into data, especially big data.
Most databases are built to address specific problems, and
no surprise, these rarely give us insights beyond the questions
originally asked.
But when we think of Big Data and AI we are usually thinking of
large, diverse datasets with which to explore, to look for patterns
and relationships we did not anticipate.
My interest has always been in building these sorts of large,
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diverse ‘exploratory’ databases following in the footsteps of
some great mentors I was privileged to have at The University of
Chicago, the late Jack Sepkoski, and my Ph.D. advisor Fred Ziegler.
‘Exploratory’ databases have their own inherent challenges, not
least the need to ensure that they include information that can
address questions that the author has not yet thought of… That is
a major problem.
This requires specific design considerations, especially, as I
argue you here, the fundamental importance of ensuring that we
know the source and quality of the data we are using. Because it is
upon these data that we base our interpretations, and from those
interpretations the understanding and insights we derive.
If the data are flawed then everything we do with that data is
similarly flawed and we have wasted our time.

This is even more important when we are analyzing 3rd party
databases that we have not built ourselves. How far can we, should
we trust them?

In short, we can have the best AI system in the world and the
most powerful computers, but if the data we feed the system is
rubbish, then all we will get out is rubbish.

In short, we can have the best AI system in the
world and the most powerful computers, but if
the data we feed the system is rubbish, then all
we will get out is rubbish.

What do we mean by data?
In discussing data and databases it has become de rigueur to quote
Conan Doyle: “Data, data, data! I cannot make bricks without clay!”
Good old Sherlock, a quote for every occasion…
But what do we mean by “data”?
When I started to write this article I thought I knew.

But in looking through the literature I soon realized that such
terms as “data”, “Big data” and “information” were vaguely
defined and used interchangeably.
So, to help anyone else in the same position here is a quick
look at the terminology, including some that you may or may
not be familiar with. This is summarised in figure 1. A more
comprehensive set of definitions is given at the end of this article
as supplementary data.

Figure 2. The relationship between data, information, knowledge, understanding, and insight. This summary figure shows the problem of current definitions (see
supplementary data for further information)
The fundamental progression here is from data to verified data
to knowledge, understanding, and insight (see the recent Linkedin
article by the branding company LittleBigFish https://www.linkedin.
com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6732208464120029184/).
Admittedly, in many ways trying to define the relationships between

observations, facts, data and information is semantics.
For databasing we can reduce this to data and verified data, and
this takes us back to the need to audit and qualify our data: the data
to verified data transition.
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The audit trail: Recording Data Provenance and Explanation
When designing and building a database we need to ensure that we
include information about the data.
For spatial geological data, we need to answer a range of
questions about the data, including the following:
• What is the provenance of the data?
• What is the resolution of the data?
• What is the type of data?
• What is the data grain?
• What is the spatial and temporal accuracy?
• What is the spatial and temporal precision?
• What is the analytical technique used?
• What is the analytic error?
• If an interpretation what is it based on and why?
(For further information on this see Markwick & Lupia (2002)
Providing the answers to these questions will enable anyone using
the database to replicate what was done and to make decisions on
how they use the data.
Where this applies to the database as a whole it will be recorded
within the metadata. The metadata also provides information on
the intrinsic characteristics of the data in a database, such as data
type, field size, date created, etc.
This is different from extrinsic information, such as the input
data used for a specific database record. This extrinsic, record
specific information is stored within the data tables themselves.
For example, in our Structural Elements Database (see figure 3
attribute table), features may be based on an interpretation of one
of several primary datasets, including Landsat imagery, radar data,
gravity, magnetics, and seismic. This needs to be recorded because
each primary dataset will have its inherent resolution and errors.
I have always believed that more explanation is required. So,
within my own commercial and research databases, I have added
text fields for each major inputs to describe the basis of each
interpretation. For example, an “Explanation” field provides a
place for describing exactly how a spatial feature was defined.
All records are then linked to a reference library through unique
identifiers (Markwick, 1996; Markwick and Lupia, 2002). This is a
relatively standard design. (Nb. In my research, I use the Endnote
software, which I have used since my Ph.D. days in Chicago in the
1990s and which I can highly recommend https://endnote.com/)
The problem for database design is knowing what level of
auditing is needed to adequately qualify an individual record. This
will depend on whether the record is of a primary observation –
analytical, field measurement, etc – or an interpretation.
Interpretations can change with time. For example, a
biostratigraphic zonation used 30 years ago may not be valid today,
but the primary observations of which organisms are present
may still be true (accepting that taxonomic assignments may also
change). So in a database of this information, you would need to
record not just the zonation (interpretation), but also what it was
based on – this might either be a complete list of the organisms
present (the approach I took with my Ph.D. databases) or simply a
link to the reference which contains that information.
Another example that has driven me to frustration over the years
is the use of biomarkers in organic geochemistry. Interpretations of
these have changed frequently over the last 40 years. For example,
the significance of gammacerane (the gammacerane index) which I
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remember in the 1980s as an indicator of salinity (Philp and Lewis,
1987), but which may (also) indicate water stratification (Damsté
et al., 1995), or water stratification resulting from hypersalinity
(Peters, Walters and Moldowan, 2007), or none of the above.
In both of these examples, we have an analytic error –
misidentification of a species down a microscope or errors
associated with gas chromography (GC), or GC-mass spectrometry
(MS), etc – and an error or uncertainty in the interpretation.

In any database, we, therefore, need first to ensure that we
differentiate between the two: observation and interpretation. We
then need to record auditing information that covers both: what
the biomarker is (observation); the analytic error in the observation;
the interpretation; a reference to who made the interpretation,
when, and why. To which we can add a comments field and a semiquantitative confidence assignment by the person entering the data
into the database (see below).
By recording the reference of the interpretation and analysis we
can then either parse the data to include or reject it for specific
tasks or update the interpretation with the latest ideas. Again,

this would be attributed as an update or edit in the database and
audited accordingly (in my databases I have a “Compiler” field that
lists the initials of the editor and month and year when they made
any changes – in corporate databases you may need to have more
detail than this).
We need to keep track of all these things in a database if the
database is to have longevity and application.
This is not easy.
The consequence is that within a database we end up with most
of the fields being about auditing our data, rather than values or
interpretation (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The main attribute table for the Structural Elements database showing in red those fields used to qualify and/or audit each record. Of 38 fields 20
store information that qualifies the entry. In addition, there is the metadata, data documentation, and underlying data management system and workflows.
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Figure 4. The same 1:25,000 scale map shown on two different devices but at two different ‘scales’. The tablet shows a zoomed in view – the arrows show the same
transect in each case. In neither case are they are 1:25,000. Map source; 1:25,000 topographic maps of Catalonia – this an excellent resource available online.

Scale, Resolution, Grain, and Extent in Digital Spatial Databases
In spatial databases we also need to understand scale and resolution.
We all ‘know’ what we mean by “map scale”. It is something that
is always explicitly stated on a printed, paper map and provides an
indication of the level of accuracy and precision we can expect
(not always true but our working assumption).
But digital maps are a problem.
Why?
To answer that, ask yourself a simple question “what is the map
scale of a digital map?”
To understand this question, open up a map image on your
laptop or phone and then zoom in. Is the scale the same before
and after you zoom? – measure the distance on the screen!
The answer is of course “No”. The map image may have a scale
written on it, but on the screen, you can zoom in and out as far as
you want (Figure 4).
This immediately creates a problem of precision and accuracy
(see below). How far can we zoom into a digital map before we go
beyond the precision and accuracy that the cartographer intended?
In building digital spatial databases we can address this in one
of several ways
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1. Specify the mapping/compilation ‘scale’ – this is the stated
map scale at which the feature was captured on the screen
or digitized.
2. Record the size of each feature (this is automatically calculated
in most GIS databases)
3. Add an attribute for resolution or size-related – in the
Structural Elements Database, we have included a semiquantitive attribute (Class) that records the impact of the
feature on the crust or stratigraphy
As with all data issues, the importance is being aware there is a
potential problem here.
Two further terms you may find of use when thinking of
spatial data are “grain” and “extent”. These are both adopted
from landscape ecology. Grain refers to the minimum resolution
of observation, for example, its spatial or temporal resolution
(Markwick and Lupia, 2002). Extent is the total amount of space
or time observed, usually defined as the maximum size of the
study area (O’Neill and King, 1998). So, a large scale map may be
fine-grained but of limited extent. The key is specifying this for
each study.

Precision and Accuracy
Differentiating between precision and accuracy is something
of a cliche (see Figure 5). But no less important. A geological
observation has a definite location, although it is not always possible
to know this with precision, either because the details are/were not
reported, or the location was not well constrained originally. Today,
with GPS (Global Positioning Systems), problems with location
have been mitigated, but not eliminated.
For point data, this can be constrained in a database by an
attribute that provides an indication of spatial precision. In my
databases, this is a field called “Geographic Precision” (Table 1).
The precision of lines and polygons can be attributed in a similar

way, although in our databases we have used a qualitative mapping
confidence attribute which implicitly includes feature precision
and accuracy (see below).
Temporal precision and accuracy are more difficult to constrain
in geological datasets. Ages can be made incorrectly, be based on
poorly constrained fossil data, or radiometric data with large error
bars. In some cases, there may be no direct age information at all,
and the temporal position is based on geological inference. Ziegler
et al (1985) qualified age assignments based on their provenance,
which we have also adopted.

Figure 5. A graphical representation of the difference between accuracy and precision. This is something of a cliché but important to understand nonetheless.
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CODE

EXPLANATION

X

Exact (within 10m)

1

Precise location, within 1 km (equivalent to ‘site/locality’)

2

Within 10 km (equivalent to ‘nearest town’)

3

Within 100 km (equivalent to ‘U.S. county’)

4

Within 500 km (equivalent to ‘U.S. state’)

5

Very imprecise, not known to within 500 km (equivalent to ‘country’)

Table 1 - Geographic precision. This is a simple numerical code that relates the precision with which a point location is known on a map.
This allows poorly resolved data to be added to the database when no other data is available, which can be replaced when better location
information is known (Markwick, 1996; Markwick and Lupia, 2002). Well data should always be of the highest precision, and indeed should
be known within meters.

Figure 6 - Examples of the application of Geographic Precision. The Geographic Precision (GP) attribute was originally designed for use with literaturebased location data prior to GPS. Left, circles drawn around vertebrate localities showing the worse-case scenario for the potential location represented
by the locality using the Geographic Precision; larges circle represents a radius of 100km (GP 3), small circles a radius of 10km (GP 2); dots represent
GP 1 localities. This illustrates the coarseness of this scheme, but how visually it does immediately give an indication of potential precision issues in the
data. The database can be queried for this information rather than using visual symbols to show precision.
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Qualifying and quantifying confidence and uncertainty
Whilst analytical error is numeric, and sometimes we can assign
quantitative values to position or time (± kilometers, meters,
millions of years) this is not always possible. So another way to

approach the challenge of recording confidence or uncertainty
is to have the compiler assign a qualitative or semi-quantitative
assessment.

Figure 7 - A detailed view of the eastern branch of the East African Rift System in the neighborhood of Lake Turkana showing the structural elements from
our global Structural Elements database (left) colored according to the assigned mapping confidence (right). The lower confidence assigned to features in the South
Sudanese Cretaceous basins (just outside this extent) reflects the use of published maps as the source to constrain features. Although these interpretations may be
quoted as based on seismic, as they are, the lack of supporting primary data relegates the confidence to category 2 or in some cases 1. Those upgraded to category
3, indicated by the light green colors, are supported by interpretations from primary sources, such as gravity or better quality seismic. The category 4 features
(medium green) in this view are largely based on Landsat imagery constrained by other sources, such as high-resolution aeromagnetic data and seismicity. This gives
the user an immediate indication of mapping confidence, which intentionally errs on the side of caution. Features can be upgraded as more data comes available.

In our databases, we again follow some of the ideas outlined
in Ziegler et al., (1985), Markwick and Lupia (2001), Markwick
(1996). These schemes are distinct from quoted analytical errors
and are designed to give the user an easy-to-use ‘indication’ of
uncertainty (Table 2).
The advantage of this approach is that it is simple, which
encourages adoption. The disadvantage is that even with
explanations of what each code represents (Table 2), there will
be some user variation. Nonetheless, it provides an immediate
indication of what the compiler believes, which can then be further

explained in associated comments fields.
In map view, colors can be applied to give the users an immediate
visualization of mapping or dating or other confidence depending
on what the user needs to know. An example of the mapping
confidence applied to structural elements is shown in figure 7
Confidence is further expressed visually using shading, dashed
symbology, and line weighting (this is discussed in our database
documentation and will be the focus of an article I am writing on
drawing maps).
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CODE

5

4

3

2

AGE DATING
CONFIDENCE

MAPPING CONFIDENCE

No changes
expected

Multiple lines of information
converging on precise dates
(very high temporal resolution)

Geometry, position, and geological description constrained
by multiple lines of primary evidence supported by geological
information in reputable publications. All lines of evidence
are consistent. Polygon features constrained by a high density
of data

Minor changes
possible

Good biostratigraphic control
and/or radiometric ages (high
temporal resolution)

Geometry, position, and geological description constrained
by multiple lines of primary evidence and a good spread
of data, supported by geological information in reputable
publications. But, interpretations are equivocal. Minor
changes in geometry possible with more data.

Changes probable

Some biostratigraphic control
(low temporal resolution);
correlation from an area with
more precise, high confidence,
information

The feature identified and interpreted from limited primary
sources, supported by other published data, but the spread
of detail of data is limited, and interpretations are equivocal.
Changes probable with more lines of evidence, especially
consideration of higher resolution primary data and model
testing.
e.g. features based on only potential fields data to constrain
boundaries, which are not as highly resolvable as those
through seismic, Landsat or field observations.

Changes expected

Geological inference:
stratigraphic relationships
(e.g onlapping, cross-cutting
relationships) with dated rocks;

Interpretation from secondary source(s) which references
supporting primary data (but not seen).
Geological interpretation is equivocal or limited to one
source. Geological interpretation may be generalized or
absent, e.g. no information on kinematics for structural
features. The feature requires testing against primary data.

Secondary information: age
from publication but without
explanation of methods used

Feature captured from a single secondary source with no
supporting information as to why and no evidence in primary
data.
e.g. Information is taken directly from an image in a paper,
but which has not been checked against other data and is
without supporting information.

Source unknown

Source unknown. The feature is unchecked with no
constraining secondary or primary information.
e.g. a feature based on an image found on the internet, or
anecdotal.

SUMMARY

1

Revision and
testing required

0

Revision and
testing essential

0

1

RGB 255/0/0

RGB 255/192/0

2

3

4

RGB 255/229/153 RGB 226/239/217 RGB 168/208/141

5
RGB 0/176/80

Table 8. Confidence schema used for all polygons . The lower panel shows the color scheme used to visually represent confidence on the maps.
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Do we capture all information?
By including fields for record confidence means that the database
can be sorted (parsed) for good and bad ‘quality’ data.
Why is this important?
Why not do this on data entry?
You could, for example (and I know researchers who do this)
make an a priori decision and remove all data that you believe is
poor and not include this in the database.
But what if this ‘poor’ datum is the only datum for that area
or of that type of data that you have? For example, in a spatial
database, we may have a poorly constrained data point for a basin
(we know its location to within 100 km, but no better), but no
other data.
That data point is then important or could be, but is spatially

poorly constrained – in this case, a low spatial precision.
We need to include this record in our database, because it is all
we have. But we need to ensure that the record is audited to reflect
the uncertainty in its location.
A priori decisions on which data to include in our database based
on an initial assessment of data confidence are therefore to be
avoided:
1. This may be all we have
2. This may point us to where we need to actively find more data
3. You can improve/update/replace that datum as better
information becomes available – as long as you have attributed
correctly

Who are the database builders?
Given how much information we need to record to qualify our
data, it will come as no surprise that data entry compliance is a
major difficulty.
Database population is very tedious. This can result in errors, or
short-cuts being taken, or worse.
As an example of what can happen, I had one senior geologist,
who will remain nameless, point-blank refuse to attribute his
interpretations, stating that GIS and attribution “were beneath
him”. After pressure, he acquiesced. But during my QC stage, I
found that in a fit of pique he had copied and pasted the same
attribution for all records – assigning “Landsat imagery” as the
source for submarine features was a bit of a giveaway! All of his
work had to be redone, by me as it happened…
This case highlights a serious challenge, to get staff to realize the
importance of the audit trail and to fill in these fields.
From my experience let me suggest four ways you can do this
(other than threats):
1. Make data entry as clear and as simple as possible. This goes
back to something that my friend Richard Lupia and I wrote
back in Chicago, that a “database needs to be simple
enough to be used, but comprehensive enough to be
useful”.
2. Have the data entry team work with and update an existing
dataset. When faced with a previous entry that does not
have enough information to make a decision the new
compiler will, hopefully, realize how important including
that sort of information is. A common problem is that the
data entry team does not use the data. They, therefore, do
not have a vested interest in it. Ideally, you need everyone
involved in all steps.

3. A rigorous QC workflow – this was something we had at BP
when I was an intern spending seven weeks entering data
into a wells database. In the late 1980s, this was entered by
line code… After completion, the well log was printed and
checked by hand by a more senior biostratigrapher. Given
this was a bed-by-bed database you can imagine the time
and work needed to check every entry. But it was critical
4. Automated QC – design the database so the fields have to be
filled in. Dropdown menus, limited options.
5. Automated data entry. For some types of data, this makes
sense - capturing data tables -, but care must still be taken.
Other automated techniques, such as lineament analysis in
structural element mapping are useful to help systematically
identify patterns but also can lead to a mess. Such methods
still need human interrogation.
The solution here is to recognize that technology is there to
help you reach answers by removing the most tedious repetitive
tasks, and analyzing and managing large datasets. But we must
never forget that we still need to know our data. It is a truism that
the more remote we get from our data the least likely we are to
understand any answers our AI system gives us.
We also need to remember that databases are ‘living’ in the
sense that you cannot, should not simply populate a database and
walk away, but recognize that you need to update and add to your
database as more information becomes available.

A database needs to be simple enough to be
used, but comprehensive enough to be useful

© Knowing Earth Limited 2020
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It is about knowing your data
There is no question that AI and machine learning have much
to offer us in data science. But where I worry a little, or perhaps
more than a little, about AI is how it is being perceived in many
companies as a black-box solution to the problem of big data.
We as users need to have enough knowledge to understand the
answers such systems give us, but more importantly, as I hope
I have demonstrated here in this brief introduction, we need to
ensure that we know where our data has come from and that we

trust it. This is not just in the sense of computer verification,
but in constraining the nature of the original data itself, how it is
recorded, how confident we can be with this recording.
This process of qualifying and auditing data is admittedly
laborious as my examples of solutions show, but I hope you will
have seen how powerful even the simplest schemes can be when
used systematically.
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Further Information
If you would like to know more about data management and analysis of big data, please contact me at Knowing Earth. We can also
provide seminars and workshops to help you get the most from your data.
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Postscript
As some of the more observant readers will have noticed the sediment in the picture at the beginning of this article is not clay, but sand.
As I have emphasized throughout, you need to know your data – be careful what you build from.
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Stanley Kubrick Productions & Metro-Goldwyn-Meyer (1968)

Epilogue
“I’m sorry Dave, but I cannot let you do that”
HAL’s intervention in Stanley Kubrick’s film “2001 a Space
Odyssey”, is the nightmare of the 21st century. The thought that
the computerized world we have built for ourselves develops a will
of its own and turns against us, whether by design or mishap. This
might explain the fear in some parts of society about AI. That our
iPhone (other brands are available, or were at the time of writing)
might suddenly refuse to do what it is told. In my experience, Siri
has yet to refuse a question, but then on my phone, Siri has yet to
understand a question...

To me the threat is not AI, but that too many companies
and governments see AI as a black box solution to all their
problems. They have forgotten that they still need the
expertise to understand the answers they are given and more
especially they need to ensure that the data fed into the AI
system is not flawed.

© Knowing Earth Limited 2020
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Supplementary Data
TERM

EXPLANATION

Observation

Data received from the outside world through our senses, or via scientific tools and instruments
(experiment)
So, observations are a type of data.
Derivation: From the Latin verb observare, to observe.

Fact

A fact is “something that has actual existence” (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/facts) or
more specifically “a thing that is known to be true, especially when it can be proved”
https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/fact
Therefore an observation becomes a fact when ‘proven’
Derivation: The original sense was “an act” from the Latin verb facere, to do. The ‘modern’
definition dates back to the late 16th century.

Data

Dictionary definitions center around data as “things known or assumed as facts, making the basis of reasoning
or calculation”. https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en/
But in common usage the term data is inextricably linked with computing as the fundamental
quantum of knowledge and as such the term can refer to any quantity, characters, or symbols,
whether proven (facts) or not.
Derivation: From the Latin verb dare, to give, hence datum, meaning something given.

Verified Data

Data verification is a key stage in building a database and enabling data trust. (Raw) data are checked
for accuracy, inconsistencies, and error. Within the database, this can be recorded. In the databases
I have built what the user sees is the verified data, that has been through the data verification step.
Unverified data is, in my view, of no use and a complete minefield for any user.
To verify make sure or demonstrate that (something) is true, accurate, or justified.
Derivation: From the Latin verb dare, to give, hence datum, meaning something given. Verify derives
from medieval Latin verificare.

Big data
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There is an assumption that big data is a recent phenomenon made possible by computing. Certainly,
our databases are huge, but physical libraries of the past can also be seen as “big data” storing as they
do the world’s knowledge as a ‘big’ dataset – the libraries of Alexandria, Toledo, all are big data in
this sense.
There have been attempts to broaden the meaning of ‘big data’ to include its potential usage, which I
think is misleading.
In 2014, Gil Press wrote an article for Forbes magazine on the subject of “Big Data” in search of
a definition: https://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2014/09/03/12-big-data-definitions-whatsyours/#b11d51713ae8
What Gil found was simply that there is no one definition for “Big data”.
Jennifer Dutcher for Berkeley School of Information wrote an even more extensive expose with
40 definitions from 40 different experts (2014, nb. this blog is no longer available which highlights
another problem of the internet) https://datascience.berkeley.edu/what-is-big-data/ See Callegaro
& Yang, 2018)
So big data could refer to a large dataset of unverified data or a large dataset of verified data.
I suggest we keep this simple – big data refers to big datasets
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TERM

EXPLANATION

Information

The definition of information varies:
“facts provided or learned about something or someone.” https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en/
“data as processed, stored or transmitted by a computer.
https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en/
“facts about a situation, person, event, etc.” https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/
information
“the communication or reception of knowledge or intelligence”
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/information
All of these definitions share a common theme which is that “information” encompasses the
processing and communication of facts or data.
The Indian BYJUS teaching website goes a step further to suggest that information is data in “a
given context and is useful to humans. Data is an individual unit that contains raw material which does not carry any
specific meaning. Information is a group of data that collectively carry a logical meaning”.
https://byjus.com/biology/difference-between-data-and-information/
Derivation: From the Latin verb informare, to inform

Knowledge

“facts, information, and skills acquired through experience or education; the theoretical or practical
understanding of a subject.” https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en/
Derivation: From the Middle English, knowledge, from knowlechen to acknowledge or recognize

Understanding

Machine Learning

AI (Artificial
Intelligence)

“the ability to understand something; comprehension.”
https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en/
Derivation: From the Old English, understandan
The most common definition is that Machine Learning refers to the ability of a machine (computer)
to learn and improve from experience without being explicitly programmed. In some definitions,
this is described as the application of the broader field of Artificial Intelligence. The term
“Machine Learning” was originally coined in 1959 by Arthur Samuel at IBM in a study in which he
demonstrated that a computer could be programmed “to learn to play a better game of checkers
than can be played by the person who wrote the program” (Samuel, 1959). Machine learning stems
from pattern recognition.
“The theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence, such
as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages.”
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/artificial_intelligence
This is a much more general term and most definitions seem to be similar, though defining
“intelligence” is more complex. Visual perception, speech recognition, and translation are all functions
of machine learning – pattern recognition and are programmable even now (try Google Translate).
This requires extensive lookup libraries and fast processors and search engines.
The big stumbling block for me is the “decision-making” since this gets us into ethical problems such
as the Trolly Problem. In such a case a computer as currently defined would make logical decisions
based on the programming or what is right and wrong ethically (by law). But this is not the case in
most, but not all humans. Therein lies the paradox of what we mean by “artificial intelligence”. Since
not all humans react in the same way and for some the trolly problem is simple.
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